
 

 

Our Ancestral Connections 

A lesson plan for grade 11 
English,Reading, or Language arts 
21st Century Interdisciplinary Theme:  Global Awareness 
By: Elizabeth Donnelly of East Duplin High School 
 

This lesson utilizes documents from the North Carolina State Government Publications Collection. 
Ensuring Democracy through Digital Access, a NC LSTA- funded grant project. 

Learning Outcome 

Students will compare two pieces of American literature from different cultures to discover the similar 
conflict expressed in both.  Essential question: How can people effectively resolve internal conflict 
arising from racial or ethnic differences?  

Type of Activity: consequence wheel; A-Z chart for pre-assessment; comparison and contrast graphic 
organizer 

Materials/Resources Needed 

A-Z Chart 

Vocabulary A to Z Chart 

You may use a sketch, a single word, or a phrase, and you may use English or another language you 
know to fill in each blank below with at least one response.  (24 points total – 2 per square completed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Topic:  What do I think about, remember, or feel when I hear: ____ancestors/ancestry_____ ? 

A-B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C-D E-F 

G-H 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-J K-L 

M-N 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O-P Q-R 

S-T 
 
 
 
 

 

U-V-W X-Y-Z 

“Museum Indians” autobiography by Susan Power p. 35 Prentice Hall Literature: The American Experience  
(available read aloud by the author at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V13ayHHkqSw ) 

“For My Children” poem by Colleen McElroy   p. 1240 Prentice Hall Literature: The American Experience. (search 
inside What Madness Brought Me Here at 
http://books.google.com/books?id=Fn4euLYpn_IC&source=gbs_similarbooks_r&cad=2 ) 



 

 

Literature comparison and contrast chart 

• The Cherokee Artist Directory: http://digital.ncdcr.gov/u?/p249901coll22,13238 

• laptops 

• poster board or similar sized pieces of butcher paper 

• markers  

• rulers 

• model of consequence wheel from student at East Duplin High School, E. Donnelly’s 11th Eng/LA class 

 

Activity Sequence 
Day 1 

• Pre-assess “ancestors” and “ancestry” with A-Z chart in pairs then review responses in whole class 
discussion making entries on the SmartBoard.  Emphasize memories and emotions as well as  differences 
and similarities present in the ethnic mix of the students.   

• Ask students to hypothesize entries from someone of an ethnic background not represented among the 
students.  Discuss ethnic stereotyping. 

• Ask students to write the following Essential Question in their notebooks to keep in the back of their 
minds during this class:  How can we resolve conflicts over our different cultural connections? 

• Direct students to read “Museum Indians” (autobiography) p. 35 Prentice Hall Literature: The American 
Experience “For My Children” (poem)   p. 1240 Prentice Hall Literature: The American Experience. 

• Distribute Literature Comparison and Contrast chart individually to students as each completes his or her 
reading.  Direct each to read directions underlining key words and phrases and to begin responding. 



 

 

Literature Comparison and Contrast  
Complete the graphic organizer below using specific action, description, or talk from the literature in question.  
Remember that conflicts and how the writer resolves those conflicts lead us to an understanding of the theme: a 
lesson about life or the difference between right and wrong, as the author sees it. 

identify and describe (or 
explain) the: 

 in “For My Children” in “Museum Indians” 

 
Speaker (Whose voice do 
we hear?) 

  

 
Setting 

  

 
 
Specific actions taken 

  

 
central conflict (the 
problem expressed by the 
text) 

  

 
Solutions -- suggested by 
the writer or inferred by 
you 

  

 

• After all have completed reading, group (3-4) students heterogeneously based reading comprehension 
skills, then direct them to verbally share chart responses until chart is finished.   

• Distribute and review directions for consequence wheel, using visual model from a previous unit 
projected on SmartBoard. 



 

 

Consequence Wheel 
1. Using poster board, draw a large circle that encompasses most of the poster.  
2. Draw a second ring about 3 inches inside that one.  
3. Draw a third ring about 3 inches inside that one.  
4. Draw a final ring in the center.  
5. Using the Literature Comparison and Contrast Chart and the texts themselves, Review the titles in the 

table below.  Select one title from columns A, B, and C below to work with.   
6. In a word or phrase identify one truth about the human experience that each of these titles have in 

common with each other.   
7. In the innermost circle, write a phrase or sentence that best sums up the shared conflict from the texts we 

just charted.  
8. In next circle out, use words, phrases, collaged or drawn pictures or sketches that communicate the 

effects of that conflict.  (Hint: Think about the associations you made with “ancestors.”)   
9. Complete the outer ring of the Consequence Wheel using words, phrases, collaged or drawn pictures or 

sketches that communicate your ideas of possible ways to resolve the conflict.     
10. Looks like this:  

 

______________  100 points: clear visual; easy to read 

______________  100 points: conflict stated reflects accurate synthesis of literature read 

______________  100 points: minimum 10 (total) statements entries in two outside circles 

• Direct students to retrieve posterboard, markers, and rulers as needed from materials laid out for easy 
access.  Circulate to monitor and support.  

• End Day 1 after each group has drawn the circles.  Direct students to store A-Z chart, Literature 
Comparison and Contrast Chart, and Consequence Wheel directions in their notebooks, return markers 
and rulers, and bring posterboard to you for storage until Day 2.  



 

 

Day 2 

• Distribute laptops after asking students to retrieve and review A-Z Chart and Literature Comparison and 
Contrast Chart. 

• Remind students of focus on conflicts arising from ethnic differences, including yesterday’s discussion on 
memories, emotions, and ethnic stereotyping.  

• Tell students that today we will be learning how members of the Cherokee Tribe maintain and honor their 
connections to the culture of their ancestors. 

• Direct students to Cherokee Artist Directory at the following URL: 

http://digital.ncdcr.gov/cdm4/document.php?CISOROOT=/p249901coll22&CISOPTR=79069&REC=1 

Working individually, direct students to select and read any 5 biographies from the document and to list 5 – 10 
answers to the following question:  What actions can an individual take to positively express their pride in their 
ethnic heritage?  
After students have read and listed, engage in whole class discussion of their listed responses.  
Ask students to retrieve and review directions for Consequence Wheel.   
Direct them to “THINK-PAIR-SHARE”* their responses to this question:  How does your new knowledge of modern 
Cherokee biographies influence your work on the Consequence Wheel?   

* THINK-PAIR-SHARE directions: 

Say: Turn to someone sitting directly nearby you so that you do not have to get up and move. 

Monitor and partner loners as needed. 

Say: Take turns reading aloud your responses to each other.  Do not switch papers off and read to yourself. 

Say:  Figure out who’s going to read first, and that person raise your hand so I’ll know. 

Monitor to keep activity moving. 

Say: Remember that when you THINK-PAIR-SHARE, it’s okay for you to talk to each other about the value of each 
other’s contributions.  Once the first person is done reading, the second person will read, even if what they have 
has already been said.  This will help you to identify what you agree on and what’s important.   

Say: Okay, begin. 

• Circulate to monitor, support, redirect, and affirm. 

• Ask for individuals to report their THINK-PAIR-SHARE remarks.  Provide redirection and affirmation as 

needed.  

• Direct students to move back into groups from yesterday to complete then post on walls their 

Consequence Wheels.   

• As students post Consequences Wheels, distribute to each student enough copies of “Gallery Walk 

Consequence Wheels” evaluation forms to allow each to evaluate every poster.  



 

 

 
Gallery Walk of Consequence Wheels Evaluation 
 
 
Group Members _______________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Their conflict statement_________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
1. The entry in your second circle that made the most sense to me was 
 
____________________________because__________________________________________. 

 
 
2. The entry in your outer circle that made the most sense to me was 
 
___________________________because___________________________________________. 

 
 
3. You used knowledge from your research on Cherokee biographies when you included 
 
 _____________________________________________________________________________. 
 
 

 

Your signature___________________________________ 

 



 

 

• Direct students to circulate and complete each of the three questions with signature for 10 points per 
fully completed evaluation.  Circulate to monitor and support. 

• Collect completed evaluation forms.  

Day 3 

• Direct students to move back into Consequence Wheel creation groups.   

• Distribute for their reading the evaluation forms completed by peers yesterday. 

• Direct students to return evaluation forms to the students who wrote them, stimulating casual discussion 
among all by asking students to react to their evaluations and modeling acceptance of feedback. 

Assessment 

A – Z Chart 

Literature Comparison and Contrast Chart 

Consequence Wheel 

Gallery Walk of Consequence Wheels 

Author’s Notes 

To shorten the lesson, substitute teacher explanation of “ancestor” and “stereotyping” for the A-Z chart. 

To shorten the lesson, eliminate the comparison and contrast with the poem and focus exclusively on Native 
American culture. 

Expand the lesson by connecting with edonnelly2 History as Literature: The Impact of Slavery on Our Literary 
Heritage. 

North Carolina Essential Standards 

11-12.SL.1.1Come to discussions prepared, having read and researched material under study; explicitly draw on 
that preparation by referring to evidence from texts and other research on the topic or issue to stimulate a 
thoughtful, well-reasoned exchange of ideas. 

11-12.SL.1.1Work with peers to promote civil, democratic discussions and decision-making, set clear goals and 
deadlines, and establish individual roles as needed. 

11-12.SL.1.1Propel conversations by posing and responding to questions that probe reasoning and evidence; 
ensure a hearing for a full range of positions on a topic or issue; clarify, verify, or challenge ideas and conclusions; 
and promote divergent and creative perspectives. 

11-12.RL.9Demonstrate knowledge of eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century foundational works of 
American literature, including how two or more texts from the same period treat similar themes or topics. 


